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An advanced cathode for Na-ion batteries with high
rate and excellent structural stability†

Dae Hoe Lee,z Jing Xuz and Ying Shirley Meng*

Layered P2-Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 (0 o x o 2/3) is investigated as a cathode material for Na-ion batteries.

A combination of first principles computation, electrochemical and synchrotron characterizations is

conducted to elucidate the working mechanism for the improved electrochemical properties. The

reversible phase transformation from P2 to O2 is observed. New configurations of Na-ions and vacancy

are found at x = 1/3 and 1/2, which correspond to the intermediate phases upon the electrochemical

cycling process. The mobility of Na-ions is investigated using the galvanostatic intermittent titration

technique (GITT) and the Na diffusion barriers are calculated by the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB) method.

Both techniques prove that the mobility of Na-ions is faster than Li-ions in the O3 structure within the

1/3 o x o 2/3 concentration region. Excellent cycling properties and high rate capability can be

obtained by limiting the oxygen framework shift during P2–O2 phase transformation, suggesting that

this material can be a strong candidate as a sustainable low-cost Na-ion battery cathode.

Introduction

The worldwide demand to develop electrical energy storage is
growing as renewable energy technologies such as wind and
solar energy conversion become increasingly prevalent. Going
forward with large-scale stationary electrical storage, new
battery systems which are more reliable and lower in cost will
be required.1 Li-ion batteries have been considered one of the
most suitable candidates; however there are concerns about
the cost and the geopolitical limit of lithium sources. In order
to develop the alternative energy storage devices, usage of
abundant and environmental-friendly elements is needed. Ambient
temperature sodium-based batteries have the potential for meeting
those requirements due to the wide availability and low cost. In
addition, they provide an alternative to Li-ion batteries, since the
gravimetric energy density is comparable to Li-ion batteries.

Studies on electrochemical insertion and extraction of
Na-ions began in the late 1970s and the early 1980s.2–6 Due to
the tremendous success of Li-ion batteries, limited efforts have
been spent on Na-ion batteries during the past two decades.
More intensive research studies on various cathode materials
have been conducted since the 2000s with the concern

regarding the long term viability of Li chemistry. A series of
studies on layered cathode materials for Na-ion batteries have
been conducted. Sodium-based layered cathode materials are
categorized into two major groups which are P2 and O3 type.
The first letter ‘‘P’’ or ‘‘O’’ refers to the nature of the site
occupied by an alkali ion (prismatic or octahedral), and ‘‘2’’ or
‘‘3’’ refers to the number of alkali layers in the repeat unit
perpendicular to the layering.7 The P2-NaxCoO2 material has
been investigated by Delmas’s group to reveal the phase trans-
formations and electrochemical behavior.8–11 Layered O3 type
NaxVO2,12 NaxCrO2,13 NaxMnO2,14 and NaxFeO2

15 have also
been reported to be able to host Na-ions upon charge and
discharge, however the capacity fading was significant. A study
by Lu and Dahn demonstrated that the P2-layered oxide,
Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2, can reversibly exchange Na-ions in sodium
cells.16,17 In addition to the layered materials, some phosphates
based on either the olivine18–21 or NASICON22–24 structures
appeared to hold particular promise. The strong inductive
effect of the PO4

3� polyanion that moderates the energetics of
the transition metal (TM) redox couple generates relatively high
operating potentials in Na-ion batteries. More recently, advanced
Na compounds with novel structures have been prepared and
characterized. Li substituted Na1.0Li0.2Ni0.25Mn0.75O2 was studied
by Kim et al. and displayed 95 mAh g�1 of specific capacity,
excellent cycling and rate capabilities. It is hypothesized that Li in
the TM layer improves the structural stability during the cycling.25

The research on single crystal Na4Mn9O18 nanowires was con-
ducted by Cao et al., and they demonstrated that their Na-ion
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battery exhibited 110 mAh g�1 and good cycling properties until
100 cycles.26 This compound has drawn significant attention
due to the large tunnels in the structure, which are suitable for
incorporation of Na-ions.27,28 However, they still require the
substitution of inactive species or nano-scale fabrication which
might diminish the advantage of using low cost sodium. As we
mentioned earlier, the reversibility of P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 has
been demonstrated experimentally. However no subsequent
studies have been conducted for nearly a decade presumably due
to the poor electrochemical performances, though the material is
lower in cost and easy to synthesize. Since the Na-ion is 70% larger
in volume than the Li-ion, unique and robust structures are
required for long-term stability and new intermediate phases due
to Na-ion vacancy ordering may be expected during the cycling.
Such unique crystal structural phenomena and related electronic
properties can be efficiently investigated using first principles
computational techniques because of their atomistic level pre-
cision.29 Despite the many advantages, only a few computational
studies on the physical or chemical properties of Na-ion batteries
have been performed.30,31

In this work, we combine both experimental and computational
methods to investigate the structural, electronic, and electrochemical
properties of P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2. The phase transformations
upon the charge and discharge were precisely characterized
by synchrotron XRD and confirmed by first principles calcula-
tions. New intriguing patterns of Na-ion vacancy orderings were
identified, which correspond to the intermediate phases during
electrochemical cycling. The diffusion barriers calculated by
the nudged elastic band (NEB) method and experimentally
measured by the galvanostatic intermittent titration technique
(GITT) demonstrate that the mobility of Na-ions is indeed faster
than that of Li-ions in a typical O3 structure. High rate
capability and excellent cycling properties can be obtained by
limiting the P2–O2 phase transformation.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1a shows the experimental voltage profiles as a function of
the specific capacity in the voltage range from 2.3–4.5 V at a low
rate that represents near-equilibrium (C/100). The as-calculated
voltage profiles (dotted line) match qualitatively well with
the experimental voltage pattern. The theoretical capacity
of P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 is 173 mAh g�1 considering the
Ni2+–Ni4+ redox reaction which is associated with 2/3 of
Na-ions. However the material exhibits 190 mAh g�1 of specific
capacity at the 1st charge which is 17 mAh g�1 higher than the
theoretical value presumably due to possible electrolyte decom-
position above 4.4 V. Reversibly, 140 mAh g�1 of specific
capacity was obtained at the following discharge, indicating
that the reversibility is around 74%. It was observed that there
are two major intermediate phases at 3.5 and 4.0 V upon the
charge, which correspond to the Na content of 1/2 and 1/3,
respectively. The dQ/dV profiles presented in Fig. S1 (ESI†) give
us more accurate observation on the intermediate phases.
A long plateau was observed at 4.22 V indicating that a two
phase reaction is occurring. According to the energy calculation

shown in Fig. 1b, P2 has the lowest energy in the region 1/3 o
x o 2/3, thus it is the most stable phase. After removing all
Na-ions (x = 0), O2 is the more stable phase whose energy is
25 meV f.u.�1 (1 f.u. contains one [Ni1/3Mn2/3] unit) lower than
the P2 phase. This energy difference is significant as the DFT
accuracy is about 3 meV f.u.�1. The schematics of P2 and O2
structures are shown in Fig. 1c, where Na-ions are coordinated
by the prismatic site and octahedral site. Therefore the oxygen
stacking sequences of P2 and O2 are ‘‘AABB’’ and ‘‘ABCB’’
respectively. It is easy to visualize that the O2 structure can be
formed by simply gliding of two oxygen layers without breaking
the bonds between oxygen and TMs. The coexistence of these

Fig. 1 (a) Electrochemical profiles for Na/Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 cells between 2.3
to 4.5 V at C/100 current rate including the calculated voltage profiles (dotted
line), (b) calculated formation energies at different Na concentration including
the convex hull (dotted line), and (c) structural schematics of P2 and O2 including
the stacking sequence of oxygen layers.
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two phases leads to the long plateau at 4.22 V in the region 0 o
x o 1/3. Using P2 at x = 2/3 and O2 at x = 0 as the reference
states, the convex hull connecting all the lowest formation
energies (dotted line in Fig. 1b) is constructed, which has been
extensively used as a direct measure of phase stability.32,33 The
two points (dotted circle in Fig. 1b) at x = 1/2 and 1/3 shown on
the convex hull correspond to two new stable intermediate
phases. In order to identify the intermediate phases, synchrotron
XRD and advanced calculation are applied.

As shown in Fig. 2a, ex situ synchrotron XRD was taken at
the different Na contents to investigate the new phases and the
precise sodium intercalation and de-intercalation mechanisms.
All the reflections can be indexed in the hexagonal system using
the P63/mmc space group except for the fully charged phase. The
peaks at 3.41 and 6.71 are associated with the hydrated P2 phase.34

As reported in earlier work, it was observed that the phase
transformation from P2 to O2 occurs above 4.2 V upon the charge,
and the P2 phase is reversibly regenerated at the following
discharge to 3.75 V. Although the voltage rises were clearly
observed at 3.5 V and 4.0 V, no obvious changes are detected in
the XRD peak positions and intensities, which are consistent with
the earlier report. On the pristine and fully discharged XRD
patterns, the small peaks were detected at 7.231, 7.541 and 7.81
possibly due to the existence of Na-ion vacancy superstructure
ordering (Fig. 2a right), which will be discussed later. In order
to obtain precise information regarding the structural changes,
Rietveld refinement was carried out to identify the site
occupancies and lattice parameters. Detailed Rietveld refine-
ment fitting results of Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 are shown in Table S1
(ESI†). Changes in lattice parameters are shown in Fig. 2b.

Fig. 2 (a) Synchrotron X-ray diffraction patterns of Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 at different x concentrations during the 1st cycle and (right) enlarged XRD patterns of pristine,
charged to 3.5 V and fully discharged electrodes between 71 to 81 including d-spacing, (b) changes in a and c lattice parameters, and (c) changes in Naf and Nae site
occupancies upon the 1st cycle.
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During Na-ion extraction, the a lattice parameter, which is
dominated by the M–M distance, decreases slightly as expected
from the oxidation of Ni ions. The a lattice parameter is
maintained after 1/3 Na-ions are extracted from the structure
possibly due to the P2 to O2 phase transformation. However,
the c lattice parameter slowly increases until x approaches to
1/3 and then decreases drastically at the P2 to O2 transforma-
tion region, where x is lower than 1/3. Once 1/3 of the Na-ions
are extracted, successive O layers directly face each other with-
out any screening effect by Na-ions. Therefore, the increased
electrostatic repulsion between these oxygen layers expands the
c lattice parameter along the z-axis. After 1/3 Na-ions are
removed from the structure, oxygen layers prefer to shift
resulting in O2 stacking. Though the changes in the c lattice
are relatively large, P2–O2 transformation requires no bond
breaking between oxygen and TM indicating that the required
energy is low and the possibility of structural collapse is small.
The changes in the lattice parameters appear to be reversible at
the following discharge. The changes in the site occupancies of
Na-ions during the 1st charge and discharge are shown in
Fig. 2c. There are two different Na sites in the P2 structure,
which are face sharing with MO6 (Naf) and edge sharing (Nae).35

The total refined Na amount in the as-prepared sample is 0.68,
where 0.25 of Na are sitting on the Naf site and 0.43 of Na are
located in the Nae site. In general, the simultaneous occupancy
of both sites allows the in-plane Na+–Na+ electrostatic repulsion
to be minimized leading to globally stable configurations.
However, the Nae site is energetically more favorable in com-
parison with the Naf site due to lower electrostatic repulsion
between Na+ and TM+. Upon the charge, the Na-ions in the Nae

site appear to extract slightly faster than Na-ions in the Naf site
until x approaches to 1/3, possibly due to the higher in-plane
Na+–Na+ electrostatic repulsion in the Nae site. However, the
occupancies in both sites are uniformly extracted after that
concentration. Upon the discharge, Na-ions in both sites are
uniformly filled until x approaches to 1/3, where Naf = Nae =
0.17. Although the simultaneous occupancies of both sites are
essential to minimize the in-plane electrostatic repulsion,
it appears that this repulsion is saturated once around

0.17 Na-ions are filled in each site. After this saturation, the
electrostatic repulsion between Na+ and TM+ energetically
governs the occupancies leading to the majority of Na-ions in
the Nae site.

As discussed above, the overall occupancy ratio is decided
by the competition between sites energy and electrostatic
repulsion. This competition also has effects on the in-plane
arrangement of Na-ions. Our calculation reveals that the other
two short voltage steps at 3.5 V and 4.0 V mainly result from the
in-plane ordering effect. In Fig. 3a, the stable ordering patterns
in pristine materials consist of Naf connecting in a very intri-
guing pattern. The distance between such Naf ions is 2ahex,
which has been named ‘‘large zigzag’’ (LZZ) by Meng et al.36,37

The other simpler ordered states where all Na atoms form a
‘‘honeycomb’’, ‘‘diamond’’ or ‘‘row’’38–40 with no Naf sites
occupied, have at least 20 meV f.u.�1 higher energy compared
to that of LZZ. Therefore the ground state ordering has part of
the Na-ions in high energy sites (Naf) in order to achieve the
stability by minimizing the electrostatic repulsion among
Na-ions. In fact, the LZZ pattern has also been detected by
our synchrotron XRD. As illustrated in Fig. 2a right, three
superstructure peaks in a pristine electrode are observed, which
correspond to the d-spacing of around 3.2 Å. This value is
consistent with the average distance between nearest neighbor
Na-ions in the proposed LZZ pattern. Superstructure peaks
disappear as Na-ions are extracted and the concentration
deviates from 2/3, however they are recovered in the fully
discharged electrode, suggesting that such Na-ion vacancy
ordering is preferred at x = 2/3 concentration. Though there
is a possibility that the TM charge ordering could exist, XRD
cannot probe the charge ordering as the TM-ions have similar
scattering intensities. Therefore, the superstructure observed is
surely from Na-ion vacancy ordering. At x = 1/2 (Fig. 3b), the
ordering is changed from LZZ to rows, where one row of Naf

and two rows of Nae arrange in the plane alternatively. When
the concentration is reduced to 1/3, Na orders in rows on either
Nae or Naf sites in a single layer (Fig. 3c). However, the stacking
faults along the c-axis caused by the P2 to O2 oxygen framework
shift prevent us from finding peaks related to superstructures

Fig. 3 In-plane Na-ions orderings of Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 in the triangular lattice (a) x = 2/3, (b) x = 1/2, and (c) x = 1/3 (blue balls: Na-ions on Nae sites, pink balls:
Na-ions on Naf sites).
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by the power diffraction.41 A more detailed study to shed light
on the evolution of these superstructures upon cycling is
currently underway. This is the first time that Na-ion ordering
effects are reported and discussed in Nax[Ni1/2Mn2/3]O2, though
a lot of work has been done on NaxCoO2, a thermoelectric oxide
material.36,37 Based on our calculation, this ordering preference
is essential during the electrochemical cycling and common for
all Na compounds.

Noticing that Na-ions prefer different in-plane orderings at
different Na concentrations, it is hypothesized that such a fast
self-arrangement must require high Na-ions mobility in the
material. A NEB calculation is applied to further study
the activation barrier in the Nax[Ni1/2Mn2/3]O2. The Na-ions
diffusion paths of P2 (left) and O2 (right) are shown in Fig. 4a.
The path with the minimum energy in P2 structure is passing
through a shared face between two neighboured Na prismatic
sites. For O2 structure, the Na-ions have to cross the tetrahedron
between two octahedral sites by means of a divacancy mechanism.42

According to Fig. 4b, Na-ions need only around 170 meV to be
activated in the diffusion process, when the concentration
range is 1/3 o x o 2/3; this activation barrier is lower than
half of its corresponding O3–Li compounds.43 In the P2–O2
phase transformation region, the required energy increases to
over 290 meV, indicating a low hopping rate and slow Na-ion
mobility. This big energy difference results from the distinct
diffusion paths. It is evident that in P2 structure, the diffusion

path of Na-ions is more spacious than that in the O2 structure
leading to a much lower activation barrier. Once most of the
Na-ions are removed, the energy barrier decreases back to
250 meV due to the relatively small repulsion from neighboring
ions in the dilute concentration. In addition to the NEB
calculation, GITT was performed to measure the Na-ions mobi-
lity as a function of Na concentration in Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2,
since it is known to be more reliable to calculate the chemical
diffusion coefficient, especially when intrinsic kinetics of phase
transformations are involved.44 Fig. 4c shows the variation of a
chemical diffusion coefficient of Na-ions (DNa) in Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2

determined from the GITT profiles. The DNa is calculated using
the eqn S1 (ESI†) and GITT profiles are shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†).
The minimum value of DNa is observed in 0 o x o 1/3, where
P2 to O2 phase transformation occurs. However, the DNa in the
solid solution region (1/3 o x o 2/3) exhibits 7 � 10�9– 1 �
10�10 cm2 s�1, which is around 1 order of magnitude higher
than the corresponding Li diffusivity in O3 compounds,
where DLi is 3 � 10�9– 2 � 10�11 cm2 s�1.45 Both NEB
calculation and GITT demonstrated that Na-ion diffusion in
P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 is fast.

To obtain the information on the oxidation states of TM,
the density of states (DOS) of Ni and Mn 3d orbitals in
Nax[Ni1/2Mn2/3]O2 (x = 2/3, 1/3, 0) are calculated and presented
in Fig. 5. Since the Ni and Mn ions sit in the octahedral site
surrounded by 6 oxygen ions, 3d bands of TM ions split into t2g

and eg bands. In the Ni DOS for pristine materials (x = 2/3,
black curve in Fig. 5a), the energy levels of both spin-up and

Fig. 4 (a) The diffusion paths of P2 (left) and O2 (right), (b) calculated activation
energy using the NEB method, and (c) chemical diffusion coefficient of Na-ions
(DNa) in Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 calculated from GITT as a function of the Na
concentration.

Fig. 5 The electronic structures of Ni 3d and Mn 3d orbitals in Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2

at (a) x = 2/3, (b) x = 1/3, and (c) x = 0.
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spin-down states in the t2g orbitals are lower than the Fermi
energy, indicating that the t2g orbitals are fully occupied.
Similarly, the spin-down states of the eg orbitals are also full
of electrons, since their energy levels are below the Fermi level.
However, the energy levels of spin-up states in the eg orbitals
are above the Fermi level, indicating no orbitals are occupied.
This electron configuration, t2g

6eg
2, by Ni DOS demonstrates

the presence of Ni2+ in the pristine material. In the half
de-intercalated state (x = 1/3, red curve in Fig. 5b), the Ni DOS
suggests that the t2g orbitals are still completely occupied.
However the spin-down states of eg orbitals are separated into
two peaks, where one peak has lower energy than the Fermi
level. This indicates that one of the spin-down eg orbitals is
occupied leading to the t2g

6eg
1 electron configuration, so the

existence of Ni3+ is confirmed at x = 1/3. After removing all
Na-ions (x = 0, blue curve in Fig. 5c), most of the electrons in the
eg orbitals are removed as the energy levels of eg orbitals are
higher than the Fermi level. However, the DOS suggested that a
certain amount of the electron density is still found in eg

orbitals. Based on our calculation, Ni-ions are oxidized to +3.5
at the end of the charge. On the other hand, Mn-ions remain
predominately at tetravalent with fully occupied t2g orbitals and
completely empty eg orbitals, independent of the changes in Na
concentrations (green curve in Fig. 5a–c). In summary, our
calculation illustrates the evolution of electronic structures in
TM: when Na-ions are gradually extracted, Ni-ions undergo the
transition of Ni2+–Ni3+–Ni3.5+, while Mn-ions stay at +4 valence
state upon the whole cycling maintaining the structural stabi-
lity in the absence of Jahn–Teller active Mn3+.

In addition to the changes in TM states, our calculation
also suggests that O-ions are involved in the redox reaction
providing additional electrons at the end of a charging process
to keep the charge balance in the compound (Fig. 6). The
valence of O-ions is investigated qualitatively from the changes
of spin distribution on the O layer. In Fig. 6a, part of the O
layers of the Nax[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 supercell is represented by the
red balls along with the adjacent TM slab. The corresponding

spin densities in the pristine and fully charged materials are
shown in Fig. 6b and c, respectively. Though the plane is cut
through the O layer, the spin density of Ni and Mn-ions can still
be observed partially. In the pristine material (x = 2/3, Fig. 6b),
well bonded O 2p electrons can be clearly observed, however,
the shape of O 2p electron clouds changes significantly in the
fully charged phase (x = 0), suggesting the obvious changes in O
valence. Compared with the dramatic changes around O, the
electron densities of Mn-ions are slightly increased due to
the charge re-hybridization around O. The above results
demonstrate that the extra electrons, which cannot be provided
by Ni redox couples, come from O-ions during the charging
stage. Similar phenomena have also been proposed in some Li
compounds.46,47 Such phenomena are likely to be attributed to
the low rate and poor cycling capability at extremely low Na
concentration. Detailed study to reveal the evolution of atomic
and electronic structures of the TM upon cycling by in situ XAS
is currently in progress.

The electrochemical properties of P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 are
shown in Fig. 7. Cycling tests were carried out using different
cut-off voltages (4.5 V and 4.1 V), as well as different C-rates,
C/100, C/20 and C/5. The cycling performances are significantly
affected by the P2–O2 phase transformation above 4.2 V. As
shown in Fig. 7a, the voltage cut-off at 4.1 V prevents the P2–O2
phase transformation avoiding the dramatic changes in oxygen
framework of the host structure. The 1st discharge capacity was
134 mAh g�1 if the cut-off voltage is 4.5 V, however the capacity
retention at the 2nd discharge was 89%, and only 64% of
capacity can be obtained after 10 cycles. However, the cycling
excluding the phase transformation region shows excellent
capacity retentions at both C/20 and C/5. The capacity at the
1st discharge was 87.8 mAh g�1 at C/20, which is corresponding
to the insertion of 1/3 Na-ions. 94.9% of capacity can be
retained after the 50th cycle at the average voltage of 3.4 V vs.
Na+/Na. In C/5 cycling, the 1st discharge capacity was
81.85 mAh g�1, corresponding to 93% of capacity obtained at
C/20. The capacity retention after the 50th cycle was 92% and

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic illustration of the oxygen layer, (b) calculated spin density cutting from an oxygen layer at x = 2/3, and (c) x = 0.
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the coulombic efficiency reached higher than 96% during the
50 cycles. The coulombic inefficiency in C/5 cycling is partially
attributed to the side reaction between the electrolyte and the
Na metal anode, and Na plating upon the charge. Since no
battery grade Na metal is commercially available, our Na anode
contains a certain amount of impurities. Nonetheless, the
cathode still shows excellent capacity retentions during the
cycling. The rate capability is also significantly improved
when excluding the phase transformation region (Fig. 7b).
The electrode delivered 89.0 mAh g�1 at C/20, 83.3 mAh g�1

at C/2, 75.7 mAh g�1 at 1C, corresponding to 85% of the
capacity at C/20 and 62.4 mAh g�1 at 2C, 70% of the capacity
at C/20. Based on the electrochemical performances, it has
been demonstrated that the P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 material in
Na-ion batteries exhibits excellent cycling stability and rate
capability which are comparable to Li-ion batteries. Improvement
on capacity beyond 100 mAh g�1 in P2 structure is possible with
different TM ratios and alkali metal substitution.

Experimental
Synthesis

A co-precipitation technique was utilized for the synthesis of
the materials which was previously described.48 TM nitrates,
Ni(NO3)2�6H2O (99%, Acros Organics) and Mn(NO3)2�4H2O

(98%, Acros Organics), were titrated into a stoichiometric NaOH
(Sigma-Aldrich) solution at 10 ml h�1 rate. The co-precipitated
M(OH)2 were then filtered using a centrifuge and washed three
times with deionized water. The dried TM precursors were
ground with a stoichiometric amount of Na2CO3 (anhydrous,
99.5%, Strem chemicals). The calcinations were performed at
500 1C for 5 h and at 900 1C for 14 h in air.

Electrochemistry

Cathode electrodes were prepared by mixing Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2

with 10 wt% acetylene black (Strem chemicals) and 5 wt%
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Na metal (Sigma-Aldrich) was
used as the counter electrode. 1 M NaPF6 (99%, Strem chemicals)
in the battery grade 67 vol% diethylene carbonate (DEC) and
33 vol% ethylene carbonate (EC) (Novolyte) were used as the
electrolyte and the glass fiber GF/D (Whatman) was used as the
separator. The swagelok type cells were assembled in an argon
filled glove box (H2O o 0.1 ppm) and tested on an Arbin battery
cycler in the galvanostatic mode. To measure the chemical
diffusion coefficient, the galvanostatic intermittent titration
technique (GITT) was employed at a pulse of 17 mA (C/100) for
1 h and with 2 h relaxation time between each pulse.

X-ray diffraction

The samples for XRD were obtained by disassembling cycled
batteries in an argon-filled glovebox. The cathode was washed
by battery grade dimethyl carbonate (DMC) 3 times and dried in
the vacuum oven at 100 1C for 24 h. The cathode film was sliced
into thin pieces and mounted in the hermitically sealed capil-
lary tubes for ex situ XRD. Powder diffractions of all samples
were taken using synchrotron XRD at the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) on beamline
11-BM (l = 0.413384 Å). The beamline uses a sagittal focused
X-ray beam with a high precision diffractometer circle and
perfect Si(111) crystal analyzer detection for high sensitivity
and resolution. XRD patterns were analyzed by the Rietveld
refinement method using FullProf software.49

Computational methods

The first principles calculations were performed in the spin-
polarized GGA+U approximations to the Density Functional
Theory (DFT). Core electron states were represented by the
projector augmented-wave method50 as implemented in the
Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP).51–53 The Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof exchange–correlation54 and a plane wave
representation for the wave function with a cutoff energy of
450 eV were used. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a dense
k-point mesh by Gamma packing. The supercell is composed of
twenty-four formula units of Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2. In the supercell,
there are two layers of TM, and two layers of Na-ions. The in-plane

dimension is 2
ffiffiffi

3
p

ahex � 2
ffiffiffi

3
p

ahex. The lattice shows a P63/mmc
layered structure. The atomic positions and cell parameters are
fully relaxed to obtain total energy and optimized cell structure. To
obtain the accurate electronic structures, a static self-consistent
calculation is run, followed by a non-self-consistent calculation

Fig. 7 The electrochemical properties of Na/Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 cells,
(a) cycling performances at different voltage ranges (2.3–4.1 V and 2.3–4.5 V)
and different C-rates (C/100, C/20 and C/5), and (b) rate capability at C/20, C/10,
C/2, 1C and 2C between 2.3–4.1 V.
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using the calculated charge densities from the first step. The
cell volume is fixed with internal relaxation of the ions in the
second step calculation. The Hubbard U correction was intro-
duced to describe the effect of localized d electrons of TM ions.
Each TM ion has a unique effective U value applied in the
rotationally invariant GGA+U approach. The applied effective
U value given to Mn ions is 4 eV and to Ni ions is 6.1 eV,
consistent with earlier work.55–57 The migration barriers of the
Na-ion and vacancy in the material are calculated using the
NEB method as implemented in VASP.

Conclusions

In summary, ambient temperature Na-ion batteries have the
potential to meet the requirements for large-scale stationary
energy storage sources as well as an alternative to Li-ion
batteries due to the natural abundance and low cost of sodium.
We prepared P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 with excellent cycling
property and high rate capability as a cathode material for
Na-ion batteries. The phase transformation from P2 to O2 at
4.22 V was investigated by first principles formation energy
calculation and confirmed by synchrotron XRD. The specific
Na-ion orderings were found at Na = 1/3 and 1/2, which are
corresponding to the voltage steps in the charging profile.
Based on both GITT measurement and NEB calculation, the
diffusivity of Na-ions in the P2 structure is indeed higher than
that in the corresponding O3 structured Li compounds. The
electronic structures have been studied and DOS calculation
suggested that oxygen partially participates in the redox
reaction at the end of the electrochemical charge. Consequently,
it was demonstrated that the capacity retention of 95% after
50 cycles could be obtained by excluding the P2–O2 phase
transformation and 85% of the reversible capacity could be
retained at a 1C rate. In addition, a simple synthesis method
can be used to prepare this material without any special nanoscale
fabrication. Our study demonstrates that P2-Na2/3[Ni1/3Mn2/3]O2 is
a strong candidate for a cathode in Na-ion batteries for large-scale
energy storage.
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